New Points of View on Chemistry, Standardizing Laboratory Animals, Thermodynamics, Instrumentation —

ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

By Reynold C. Fuson, University of Illinois. This is the first and only book at an advanced level to present the fundamentals, both theoretical and descriptive, that all organic chemists must possess. The information is organized so that emphasis is placed on the fundamental behavior patterns of organic compounds, correlating the reactions with one another. Theories, analogies, constants, discontinuities, and empirical rules are used to a great extent to help the reader assimilate and master the facts. For those engaged in special phases of industrial chemistry, this book will further their appreciation of the general field. Other well-grounded chemists will appreciate the original treatment and the wealth of correlations, which can help them in their work. September 1950. Approx. 628 pages. Illus. $8.00.

The CARE and BREEDING of LABORATORY ANIMALS

Edited by Edmond J. Farris, The Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology; with 15 Contributors. This book thoroughly covers the precautions and methods of raising that produce standardized stock for the laboratory. Each of 15 animals is covered under such headings as care and housing, reproduction, developing breeding stock, sanitation, nutrition, feeding, directions, and practical suggestions. Included is a full chapter on the control of pests and parasites. September 1950. Approx. 497 pages. 180 illus. Prob. $7.50.

CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMICS

By Frederick D. Rossini, Carnegie Institute of Technology. Presents the fundamental laws of thermodynamics, shows how valid general relations are derived from the laws, and describes the application of these general relations to specific thermodynamic systems. The topics are arranged in the most logical order rather than by date of development. Over 160 problems and 80 illustrations, many of which are schematic diagrams, help clarify the more confusing aspects of thermodynamics. August 1950. 514 pages. Illus. $6.00.

RESPONSE of PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

By John D. Trimmer, University of Tennessee. This book on instrumentation and the measurement process shows how to use mathematical techniques on physical systems. Closely linked with cybernetics, this general study includes in its domain not only physical systems but biological and sociological entities as well. Throughout the work, philosophy and point of view are emphasized. Examples of physical systems are plentiful, diverse, and chosen with particular regard for subject and interest. August 1950. 268 pages. 94 illus. $5.00.

Send for copies on approval.

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.

440 Fourth Avenue New York 16, N. Y.
For greatest ease, speed, & convenience in making

pH, chlorine and phosphate determinations

Use a
Taylor Comparator

Illustrated is the Taylor T-O pH Comparator, basic set in the Taylor Line. To make a determination, place the reagent treated sample in the middle tube in the base, move the slide across until the colors match, and...

Continuing accuracy assured by guarantee

All the color standards necessary for any one determination are enclosed within the sturdy molded plastic slide. This convenient arrangement eliminates loss and breakage of fragile single standards. Accuracy is assured because all Taylor liquid color standards carry an unlimited guarantee against fading.

Ready reference work free—96 pages of authoritative information on 34 basic industries—all Taylor sets and methods. Write for your free copy—see your dealer for equipment.

W.A. Taylor and Co.
416 Rodgers Forge Rd. • Baltimore 4, Md.

Working with inert gases?

Linde helium • neon argon • krypton • xenon

Now available in commercial-size cylinders in addition to glass bulbs. Write for information on sizes, prices, rigid purity tolerances, special rare gas mixtures...

The Linde Air Products Company
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
30 East 42nd Street • New York 17, N. Y.
In Canada: Dominion Oxygen Company, Limited, Toronto

The term "Linde" is a registered trade-mark of The Linde Air Products Company.

Do you know — —

that Lithoprinting is the best and most economical way to publish small editions of textbooks, lab manuals, research reports, monographs, dissertations etc., etc.

Write for a quotation

Edwards Brothers, Inc.
Ann Arbor • Michigan
TEXTBOOK OF BIOCHEMISTRY. New 2nd edition

By Philip H. Mitchell, Professor Emeritus of Biology, Brown University. 695 pages, $6.00

A modernized and introductory presentation of the essentials of biochemistry, centering upon metabolism and human nutrition. Emphasis is given to the constitution and activity of enzymes, the intermediary reactions of anabolism and catabolism, and the vital significance of hormones and vitamins. The material is up to date and includes recent advances in the field.

CHEMICAL KINETICS

By Keith J. Laidler, The Catholic University of America. International Chemical Series. 408 pages, $5.50

Presents the important facts and theories relating to the rates with which chemical reactions occur. The text deals, first, with elementary reactions, and then with the relation of the overall rates of complex reactions to the rates of the individual steps. All of the important classes of chemical reactions are discussed.

STATIC AND DYNAMIC ELECTRICITY. New 2nd edition


Relates the basic principles of electromagnetic theory with practical field problems and provides the first extensive treatment of electrostatics using the mks system. The nomenclature has been modernized throughout, and American Standard letter symbols are used. Special new features of the present edition include the addition of many useful theorems, forty new electrostatic problems, 150 electromagnetic problems, and two new chapters on electromagnetic waves.

PROCESS HEAT TRANSFER

By Donald Q. Kern, Process Engineering Division, The Patterson Foundry & Machine Company. 855 pages, $8.00

Affords systematic instruction in the calculations, derivations and empiries of heat transfer, using the language and methods of industry. This new philosophy of the subject has entailed a radically new approach by which solutions are presented for the numerous representative problems arising in the chemical and process industries. The book develops the fundamentals of heat transfer within the actual equipment and flow patterns in which it occurs in the majority of industrial processes.

Send for copies on approval
This volume of 41 papers by leading authorities is a comprehensive summary of the progress so far made toward the chemotherapy of malignant tumors.

The plans for the volume were developed under the auspices of the National Cancer Institute and such other centers of cancer research as the Memorial Hospital of New York, the Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research, and the Lankenau Institute of Philadelphia.

Among the 93 contributors to the book are J. Engelbreth-Holm, M.D., University of Copenhagen, Denmark, and Alexander Haddow, M.D., D.Sc., University of London and the Royal Cancer Institute of London, England. Members of the staffs of all the principal cancer research institutions in the United States contributed to this volume.

APPROACHES TO TUMOR CHEMOTHERAPY was not only a deliberately planned program but the contributions were presented and discussed leisurely at two 5-day research conferences at Gibson Island, Maryland. After these presentations and discussions of the manuscripts they were reviewed and edited by both the Chairman of the Publications Committee and the Editor of the volume, and all the numerous references to the cancer literature throughout the world were carefully checked. However rapid the much hoped-for progress in the cancer problem may be, this volume promises to be an important and trustworthy reference book.

To: AAAS PUBLICATIONS
1515 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.

Please accept my order for one copy of APPROACHES TO TUMOR CHEMOTHERAPY. Remittance in the amount of $ is enclosed.

NAME ..............................................................
ADDRESS ...........................................................
CITY .............................................. ZONE .... STATE ............
COLLEGE BIOLOGY
By WILLIAM ETKIN
College of the City of New York

With especially prepared line drawings by Gottfried W. Goldenberg

A new biology text based on a modern experimental and physiological approach. Although it is a principles text in emphasizing basic concepts, it avoids the usual difficulties of correlating such texts with laboratory work in two ways: 1) it presents the necessary, descriptive material in convenient, effective form by means of a series of illustrations, each of which is provided with a complete descriptive caption. 2) It is organized to use not more than one complex organism at a time.

Other distinctive features of the book are:

a) emphasis on basic concepts in the light of general education needs,
b) stress on the experimental approach to problems,
c) strikingly clear, accurate, and artistically designed figures especially prepared for the text,
d) motivation of the student by starting with the human body, then explaining the need for a knowl-edge of other fields before beginning a detailed study of these fields,
e) unusually full treatment of comparative biology in significant correlation with the study of evolution,
f) emphasis on the biological foundation of human behavior,
g) orientation in terms of the student's needs and point of view, resulting in a simple, straightforward style and a wealth of student aids.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

PART I. THE MECHANISMS OF OUR BODIES
Ch. 1. Objectives of Biological Study
Ch. 2. Man's Living Body
Ch. 3. The Processes of Living
Ch. 4. Digestion
Ch. 5. The Chemical Machinery of the Body
Ch. 6. Circulation

PART II. BEHAVIOR
Ch. 7. Movement
Ch. 8. Sensitivity
Ch. 9. The Nervous System
Ch. 10. Hormones
Ch. 11. Behavior Patterns

PART III. THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE SPECIES
Ch. 12. Reproduction
Ch. 13. Development and Growth
Ch. 14. Mendel and the Laws of Heredity
Ch. 15. Gene Action and Development

PART IV. PLANT ACTIVITIES AND THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF ORGANISMS
Ch. 16. The Basic Importance of Green Plant Cells

Ch. 17. The Physiology of Higher Plants
Ch. 18. The Role of Bacteria and Fungi in Nature
Ch. 19. The Organic Community
Ch. 20. Parasitism and Disease

PART V. THE EVOLUTION OF PLANTS
Ch. 21. Evolutionary Change
Ch. 22. The Thallophytes
Ch. 23. Vegetative Evolution of Higher Plants
Ch. 24. Evolution of Reproduction in Higher Plants

PART VI. THE EVOLUTION OF ANIMALS
Ch. 25. First Steps in Animal Evolution
Ch. 26. Evolution of the Arthropods
Ch. 27. Sidelines in Invertebrate Evolution
Ch. 28. Vertebrate Ancestry
Ch. 29. The Evolution of Mammals and Man
Ch. 30. The Mechanisms and Control of Evolution

APPENDIX: BASIC CONCEPTS FROM CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS
BIBLIOGRAPHY
REPORTS ON EXPERIMENTS ILLUSTRATED IN FIGURES GLOSSARY–INDEX

806 pages AUGUST 1950 $5.00

Send for a copy on approval

THOMAS Y. CROWELL COMPANY

432 Fourth Avenue New York 16

September 8, 1950
BRUCELLOSIS

The 24 papers presented by 30 authors have been published in book form by the A.A.A.S.: 6 x 9, clothbound, illustrations, tables, references, author and subject indexes, VI + 271 pages, $4.00 (Price for prepaid orders from AAAS members $3.50).

BRUCELLOSIS presents the advances in knowledge in the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of this disease. Practicing physicians, veterinarians, and public health workers, are vitally concerned and should be familiar with the many aspects of this problem treated in BRUCELLOSIS.

To: A.A.A.S. Publications
1515 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.

Enclosed find my check or money order in the amount of $......... for one copy of BRUCELLOSIS.
The methods used are based on fundamentally sound chemical reactions adapted to the study of soils, and have proved invaluable aids in diagnosing deficiencies in plant food constituents.

Methods for the following tests are available in single units or in combination sets:

- Ammonia Nitrogen
- Nitrate Nitrogen
- Nitrite Nitrogen
- Available Potash
- Available Phosphorus
- Chlorides
- Sulfates
- Iron
- pH (acidity and alkalinity)
- Manganese
- Magnesium
- Aluminum
- Replaceable Calcium

Tests for Organic Matter in Soils and Nutrient Solutions (hydroculture) furnished only as separate units.

**The New LaMotte Soil Sampling Tube**

This New Soil Sampling Tube has been designed by experts. It is sturdily built of non-corrodible metals, light in weight (3½ lbs.) and calibrated in 6” intervals for accurate soil sampling to any depth to 3 ft. Plastic Vials with screw caps, for containing soil samples may also be had.

Information on LaMotte Soil Testing Equipment will be sent upon request.

LaMOTTE CHEMICAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
Dept. “H”
Towson, Baltimore 4, Md.

New

Radically different!

**“ZIRCONARC” PHOTOMICROGRAPHIC LAMP**

*For better black-and-white and color photomicrographs*

Combines the concentrated light of the Western Union arc light bulb (about 1 mm dia.) with our fluorite-coated, 7-element aplanatic optical system of highest correction, free from chromatic aberration. . . Practically harmless to living cultures. . . Built with the same precision as the microscope itself. Over-all length of lamp, 10”. Height, 6½”. Base, 4½” x 6½”. Price, complete with power unit and 40-watt bulb, $325. Order direct or from leading supply dealers.

Write for Bulletin ZL-321S

FISH–SCHURMAN CORPORATION
230 East 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y.

**Fish-Schurman**

**STATHAM**

Physiological Pressure Transducers

The Model P23 pressure transducers were specifically designed for the purpose of measuring and recording arterial and venous blood pressures. The system illustrated above demonstrates how simply measurements can be obtained with Statham transducers.

Please write our Engineering Department for more specific data.

STATHAM LABORATORIES
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
9328 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
Personnel Placement

CHARGES and REQUIREMENTS for "PERSONNEL PLACEMENT" Ads
1. Rate: 15¢ per word, minimum charge $3.00 for each insertion. If desired, a "Box Number" will be supplied, so that replies can be directed to SCIENCE for immediate forwarding. Such service counts as 6 words (e.g., a 25-word ad, plus a "Box Number", equals 31 words). All ads will be in regular, uniform style, without display; the first word, only, in bold face type.

For display ads, using type larger or of a different style than the uniform settings, enclosed with separate border rules, the rate is $16.00 per inch; no extra charge for "Box Numbers".

2. Advance Payment: All Personnel Placement ads, classified or display, must be accompanied by correct remittance, made payable to SCIENCE. Insertion cannot be made until payment is received.

3. Closing Date: Advertisements must be received by SCIENCE, 1515 Mass. Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D.C., together with advance remittance, positively not later than 14 days preceding date of publication (Friday of every week).

POSITIONS WANTED


Biochemist, Ph.D., desires research and/or teaching position; experienced in nucleic acid and enzyme chemistry; publications. Box 289, SCIENCE.

Botanist, Ph.D., Ten years experience, General Botany, Mycology, Taxonomy, etc. Available Fall term. Box 286, SCIENCE.

Chemist, B.S.: organic synthesis; tracer techniques with radioisotopes; interested in Medical Research; Box 290, SCIENCE.

Ecologist; age 30, with a B.A. in Geology, Ph.D. in Botany, graduate work in wildlife management, and interest in anthropology, wants to do teaching/research in ecology. Has experience as consultant with government commission and as resident ecologist on grass farm for 3 years. Have publications, best training and references. Box 291, SCIENCE.

Physiologist: Ph.D., two-year fellowship in pharmacology; three years' straight research; eight years' teaching experience; prefers academic position or appointment as pharmacologist or toxicologist in industry; for further information, please write Science Division, Medical Bureau, (Burneice Larson, Director) Palmolive Building, Chicago.

Are YOU seeking a new position? 41 REPLICs received from ONE classified ad in SCIENCE... YOUR ad here will get RESULTS!

The Market Place

CHARGES and REQUIREMENTS for "MARKET PLACE" Ads
1. Rate: 20¢ per word for classified ads, minimum charge $3.00 for each insertion, $16.00 per inch without display; the first word, only, in bold face type. For display ads, using type larger or of a different style than the uniform settings, enclosed with separate border rules, rates are as follows:
   - Single insertion $16.00 per inch
   - 7 times in 1 year $14.50 per inch
   - 13 times in 1 year $12.00 per inch
   - 26 times in 1 year $11.50 per inch
   - 52 times in 1 year $10.00 per inch

2. Payment: For all classified ads, payment in advance is required. Such advance remittances should be made payable to SCIENCE, and forwarded with advertising "copy" instructions. For display advertising, payment for insertion in issue will be sent on a charge account basis—providing satisfactory credit is established.

3. Closing Date: Classified advertisements must be received by SCIENCE, 1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D.C., together with advance remittance, positively not later than 14 days preceding date of publication (Friday of every week).

For proof service on display ads complete "copy" instructions must reach the publication offices of SCIENCE, 1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D.C., not later than 4 weeks preceding date of publication.

BOOKS

Your sets and files of scientific journals are needed by our library and institutional customers. Please send us lists and description of periodical files you are willing to sell at high market prices. J. S. Canner and Company, 109 Floyon Street, Boston 15, Massachusetts.

WANTED TO PURCHASE:

SCIENTIFIC PERIODICALS

Sets and runs, foreign and domestic Complete libraries and smaller collections

WALTER J. JOHNSON
125 East 23rd Street, New York 10, N. Y.
The Market Place

BOOKS

WANTED—YOUR PERIODICALS—

We need Complete Sets, Runs, Volumes and Single numbers. CASH IN on your periodical accumulations NOW!

COLLEGE LIBRARY SERVICE • Dept. A, Box 311, N. Y. 3

Also send us your list of wants

Send us your Lists of SCIENTIFIC BOOKS AND PERIODICALS which you have for sale.

Complete libraries; sets and runs; and single titles are wanted. Also please send us your want lists.

STECHERT-HAFNER, INC., 31 East 10th Street, New York 3.

SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

ATTENTION.

• Send your advertising copy NOW, for the October 6th Special EQUIPMENT ISSUE—featuring the latest developments in scientific equipment—which will be of direct interest to the more than 33,000 SCIENCE readers, especially those persons responsible for purchases by the country's leading educational institutions, industrial laboratories and research foundations. Regular rates apply—see page 18.

2-HYDROXY-3-NAPHTHOIC ACID HYDRAZIDE

For Separation of Conjugated Steroids and Histochemical Demonstration of Ketosteroids

Descriptive Literature and Prices on Request

DAJAC LABORATORIES — Cornelia 7-2221 3430 W. Henderson St., Chicago 18, Ill.

• HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS

Shipped to all points via Air Express

For further information write

HORMONE ASSAY LABORATORIES, Inc. • 808 E. 58th St. Chicago 37, Ill.

“Your animal is half the experiment”

SWISS ALBINO MICE — ALBINO-W RATS

albino farms • P. O. BOX 331 RED BANK, N. J.

All Amino Acids (natural, synthetic, unnatural), Rare Sugars, Biochemical Products, Reagents, New Pharmaceuticals in stock. Write or phone PLaza 7-8171 for complete price list.

BIOS LABORATORIES, INC. • 17 West 60th Street, New York 23, N. Y.

QUARTZWARE

for laboratory and industry

A complete line of standard laboratory ware. Also custom fabricating to meet your requirements.

For particulars, write: Quartzware Division

THE PANRAY CORP. • 340 Canal Street, New York 13, N. Y.

The Market Place

SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

for

• MICROSCOPES • MICROTOMES • REFRACTOMETERS

Equipment for Photomicrography

Write to

ERIC Sobotka CO. • 102 West 42d Street New York 18, N. Y.

STAINS

STARKMAN Biological Laboratory • RARE

• COMMON

Price list on Request

461 Bloor St., W.

Toronto, Canada

Cargille MICRO BEAKERS

For direct weighing of small quantities of oils (capacity 1 ML.), and fats for Iodine Number Determinations (drop the glass beaker and sample into the solution).

For semi-micro procedures.

15 for $1.00

R. P. CARGILLE (DEPT. 5) 118 Liberty St.

New York 6, N. Y.

LABORATORY ANIMALS

• Clean healthy well-fed animals

Guaranteed suitable for your needs.

Reasonably priced—Dependable service

JOHN C. LANDIS • Hagerstown, Md.

ANIMAL CAGES AND ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT

BUY DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURERS

HOELTGE BROS., Inc. 1919 Gest St.

Cincinnati 4, Ohio

Write for 1950 Catalog

GLYCOCYAMINE—Hydroxyproline, L-Methionine

• AMINO ACIDS • BIOCHEMICALS

• PRE-MIXED MICROBIOLOGICAL ASSAY MEDIA

H. M. CHEMICAL COMPANY, LTD.

144 North Hayworth Avenue Los Angeles 36, California

WHITE RATS 40c and up

Rabbits, Caviae, White Mice, Ducks, Pigeons, Hamsters

Write • J. E. STOCKER • Ramsey, N. J.

FIALA OUTFITS, INC.

10 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS & FIELD EQUIPMENT

For Geologists, Surveyors, Engineers & Explorers

Every necessity suggested, supplied as proved by experience in the field—from poles to the Equator

INCORPORATED—1928.

September 8, 1950
REGISTER NOW
for the Cleveland Meeting of the AAAS

AVOID CONGESTION AND DELAY
GET YOUR GENERAL PROGRAM –
BY FIRST CLASS MAIL – EARLY IN DECEMBER

Registration in advance of arrival at the 117th Annual Meeting of the AAAS in the downtown hotels of Cleveland, December 26–30, 1950, has so many advantages that we wonder why almost everyone doesn't take this simple step. For instance:

1. You avoid congestion and delay at the Registration Desks in busy foyers at time of arrival. All indications point to a large attendance since all of the Association's seventeen sections and subsections, and more than forty societies, will have sessions with excellent programs and there will be a number of important symposia.

2. You receive the General Program early in December in ample time, unhurriedly to decide among the events and the sessions that you wish to attend.

3. Your name and hotel address will be in the enlarged Visible Directory the first hour of the first day of the meetings, since it will be posted in Washington as soon as processed.

4. Advance Registrants will have the same privileges of receiving a map and directory of points of interest of Cleveland, literature, radio broadcast tickets, etc. At the convenience of Advance Registrants, these will be distributed from the Main Registration in the Public Auditorium—the location of the Annual Science Exposition, the Visible Directory, and the Science Theatre. Admission to the splendid series of latest scientific films will be free to all Registrants.

At the 1949 Meeting, the Council of the AAAS voted overwhelmingly to continue Advance Registration. To insure its prompt receipt, the General Program will be sent by first class mail December 1–4, 1950—which is also the closing date for Advance Registration.

--- THIS IS YOUR ADVANCE REGISTRATION COUPON ---

1. Advance Registration Fee (the extra quarter covers part of the first class postage) enclosed:
   - $2.25 A.A.A.S. Member (check one)
   - $2.25 Wife (or Husband) of Registrant
   - $2.25 College Student
   - $3.25 Nonmember of A.A.A.S.

2. FULL NAME (Miss, Mrs., Dr., etc.) ..........................................................
   (Please print or typewrite)
   (Last) (First) (Initial)

3. ACADEMIC, PROFESSIONAL, OR BUSINESS CONNECTION

4. OFFICE OR HOME ADDRESS
   (For receipt of Program and Badge)

5. YOUR FIELD OF INTEREST

6. CONVENTION ADDRESS
   (If not known now may be added later)

7. DATE OF ARRIVAL ........................................ DATE OF DEPARTURE

Please mail this Coupon and your check or money order for the fee, $2.25 or $3.25, to
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D.C.
you can collect fractions economically
with this new
**Time/Flow** fraction collector

For routine laboratory fractionation, where the finesse and ultimate-degree precision of the Technicon automatic drop-counting collector exceeds the requirement of the task, this new flow-rate collector is an efficient and economical instrument. Based on a sound rate-of-flow principle, the time-controlled mechanism will automatically collect any number of samples up to 200; any predetermined volume-per-sample up to 25cc.

As each fraction is collected, the carriage automatically advances to repeat identical collections consecutively until the whole fractionation has been made. When speed is essential, a tandem-collector (optional) can be hooked-in to double output. The Technicon Flow-Rate Collector is completely automatic: requires no attention during operation. Set it for the given experiment and go away; it will shut off automatically on completion of the fractionation. Send the coupon below for details.

**SAVES TIME AND LABOR**
completely automatic, it frees laboratory technicians for more productive tasks than fraction-cutting.

**IMPROVES RESOLUTION**
by collecting a larger number of smaller samples, resulting in sharper demarcation.

**TRIPLES WORK OUTPUT**
it will run twenty-four hours a day, as against a standard eight-hour laboratory work day.

THE TECHNICON COMPANY
215 East 149 St., New York 51, N. Y.

Please send me particulars of the new Technicon "Flow-Rate" Fraction Collector.

Name: ..........................................................

Address: ................................................................

City: .......................................................... State: ..............
"AUTOFOCUS" — an exclusive AO time saver in examination of a series of slides.

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM STAND is scientifically engineered for increased sturdiness and stability.

"FULL FIELD" ILLUMINATION — convenient, permanently adjusted for all objectives—is provided by the attachable light source.

CUSTOM TENSION ADJUSTMENT—substage and coarse focusing knobs may be set to suit your touch.

COMPLETELY NEW, YET THOROUGHLY TESTED — product of many years' research and development.

SERVICE, PARTS, OR ACCESSORIES are readily available.

THE PLUS VALUE

IN THE NEW
SPENCER
MEDICAL AND
LABORATORY
MICROSCOPE
NO. N35MH

Ask your AO Spencer Distributor to demonstrate "Autofocus" and show you the many other advantages of this famous American-made Microscope. For literature or the address of your nearest distributor, write Dept. J2.

American Optical
instrument division • buffalo 15, new york
makers of precision optical instruments for over 100 years